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21st century is an age of internet and information. Growth of internet in world increases the traffic almost 3 times more. 
Ecommerce market, social media and online educations are some field which leads rapid growth of online presence 
in past few years. These lead huge amounts of information growth also Users’ tendency towards market is changing 

rapidly. Hence the competitions between industries are on a peak in current situation. Hence Customer has been induced. It is difficult to find a 
desired interest on internet by just surfing. Information filtering system is a system that removes dispensable or unnecessary information before 
presenting it to the human user. It is a way of sifting through the overabundance of data on the web. These information filtering system have a 
subclass called recommender systems or recommendation systems that predict the 'rating' or 'preference' that user would give to an item
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INTRODUCTION 
Recommender system can be defined as the derive class of informa-
tion filtering system which attempts to give the guidance to the users 
regarding the useful services based on their personalized preferenc-
es, past behaviour or based on their similar likings with other users. It 
is becoming difficult to capture, store, manage and analyze such big 
data that affects the service recommender systems with issues like 
scalability and inefficiency. Also many existing service recommender 
system provides the same recommendations to different users based 
on ratings and rankings only, without considering the taste and pref-
erence of an individual user.

Information filtering system is a system that removes dispensable or 
unnecessary information before presenting it to the human user. It 
is a way of sifting through the overabundance of data on the web. 
These information filtering system have a subclass called recom-
mender systems or recommendation systems that predict the ‘rating’ 
or ‘preference’ that user would give to an item. Service recommend-
er systems provide appropriate recommendations of services to the 
users. These service recommender systems have become popular in 
variety of practical applications like recommending the users about 
movies, contents, articles, books, books, search queries, social infor-
mation and items.

In user to user Collaborative recommendation system users’ previous 
behavior is used for finding similarity matrix with respect to other us-
ers, in such case if we have large number of user then it will preferred 
to use item to item similarity to generate recommendation [1-3], in 
user to user similarity users’ interest has been predicted from its past 
behavior, and according to other similar users behavior has been ana-
lyzed, users’ profile and its past logs are taken for analyzing similari-
ty[4]. Item to item recommendation system is basically more effective 
in such scenario where we have huge numbers of users as well items, 
here rather than using users’ profile, item similarity has been analyz-
ed. Item type its logs, popularity and description are the main pillars 
for analyzing similarity [5]. But cold start problem effects in this sce-
nario, the newly arrived item has been lacked exposer here heuristic 
methods has been used to generate recommendation [6]. Unique 
classifier has been generated by providing more information.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Recommendation systems algorithms has three categories, Memory 
based, Model based and Hybrid. Traditional recommendation systems 
has lack of scalability as it is not capable to handle large scale data. 
User diversity is also one of the important factor for understanding 
user interest which is also ignored [8]. The keyword used to show 
users’ preference and collaborative filtering algorithm was adopted 
to generate appropriate recommendation. Keyword-Aware Service 
Recommendation method to address challenges of different users’ 
and their diverse preference evaluation. The results demonstrated 
that Keyword-Aware Service Recommendation method significantly 
improved recommendation system with respect to current traditional 
recommendation approaches. [4]

A collaborative filtering recommendation method name TyCo. It 
features of finding neighbor of users based on user degrees in user 
groups instead of co-rated items or similar users of items. The idea be-
hind the method is of object typicality from cognitive psychology [3]. 
Popular items may not be users’ requirement. They argued suggest-
ed that the model should be independent from domain in proposed 
e-learning recommendation model [10]. A dataset has few items and 
lots more users then item based model will be good choice and in 
vice –versa scenario user base model will be better.

For better efficiency and performance in practice there are multiple 
model used for computation linearly [12]. In distributive environ-
ment on cloud platforms are one of good platform to manage huge 
amount of data in recommendation system and to achieve the scal-
ability in service recommendation system based on keyword aware 
and also to solve inefficiency in handling large amount of services 
during recommendations. Also development of cloud computing 
software tools such as apache Hadoop, map reduce and mahout 
made possible to design and implement scalable recommendation 
system in big-data environment. A problem faced by recommenda-
tion system is its scalability when the dataset volume is very much 
high than computation cost is also increase. In order to solve scala-
bility issue collaborative filtering can be implemented on cloud plat-
form, HADOOP which solve problem for large scale of data grows [13]. 
In User-based and item-based filtering, the final prediction has been 
resulted by from 3 sources, 1) prediction made by same user on differ-
ent item 2) predication by other user of same item 3) data predication 
based on other users’ with similarity of rating on similar items. In this 
paper we focused on 3 primary research approach. 1) Finding similar-
ity by pearson correlation technique. 2) Analysis of user-to-user and 
item-to-item collaborative recommendation system. 3) Implementing 
such system on hadoop based cloud environment.

PROPOSED WORK
Here we are going to propose a scalable and robust recom-
mendation system, this work has 3 stage of implementation  
1) Gather users’ rating on item by implicit and explicit way of data 
gathering. Explicit data gathering contain the dataset of users’ giv-
en rating and feedback about the items. Implicit data gathering in-
volves user behaviour data i.e. clickstream, session, bounce rate study.  
2) As per given data accumulated user neighbourhood has been de-
termined from these the user similarity has been determined. User 
similarity over a particular item will be analysed by Pearson correla-
tion method. This technique is very popular and easy to implement. 
3) 3rd step is to give recommendation. There are 2 ways to 
give recommendation, to anonymous user by taking their in-
terest and recommending items, to known user by find-
ing the similarity taste of user based on previous item rating. 
There are many technique to find similarity like Manhattan distance 
measure, Euclidean. Normally user interest data have many grade 
inflation data on which the higher values will definitely dominate 
the calculation hence such technique is not capable to produce the 
robust recommendation. In 1st stage users’ rating has been calculat-
ed from explicitly and implicit way. For Explicit users we use dataset 
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which contain users’ previous rating are preference. For implicit data 
collection user behaviour data, clickstream data is been collected and 
converted into form which is supported to recommendation system. 
We use apache flume for implicit data collection. 

Apache flume is used to gather bulk data and store in hdfs directly 
the data collected is in raw format hence data has to be converted 
into form of rdbms version hence apache hive is used to portioned 
the raw bulk data from hdfs and make it in tabular format. Apache 
hive distinguish data in related format and further we can also export 
the files into .csv file also as input in recommendation system. 

2nd stage of proposed system is to find the similarity between users 
by using Pearson correlation technique. Pearson correlation technique 
is very effective in case of grade inflation.

Stage 1, 2 and 3 has been described in fig. 1.

Fig.1 Hadoop based Collaborative Recommendation 
system 

The exported CSV files contains the users’ rating in user_id, item_id 
and rating format. The output has been stored on different file. Map-
per read the input csv file and reducer produce the rating. All reducer 
calculate the similarity and write into output file. The formula for the 
Pearson Correlation Coefficient is

 
Pearson correlation technique is one of very popular technique to find 
similarity. Pearson algorithm is highly recommended in grade infla-
tion scenarios. Pearson algorithm cannot be used if there is a sparse 
data. Hence the in recommendation system only data has been taken 
which has dense data and avoid blank fields. Formula for Pearson is as 
follows, where Iu is the items rated by u:

μu  should be computed just over the ratings in  Iu∩Iv, Pearson tech-
nique produced similarity is between 0 & 1. If the result is near 0 then 
the users are not similar but is results comes neat 1 then the users 
are similar and neighbor to each other. 1 depict perfect similarity be-
tween users.

In 3rd stage the recommendation has been generated and present-
ed to users, For anonymous user we will take interest based data and 
based on that the similar recommendation has been generated we 
can also use user behavior i.e. clickstream data to understand the user 
interest.. For known user or registered user we will use previous inter-
est based data and according to generate the recommendation. The 
result can be show on webpage and also stored on different file.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
This paper focused on collaborative recommendation based on ha-
doop. The hadoop components like apache flume and apache hive 
are very useful for collection of data and understanding the behavior 
of user. The map-reduce will also use parallel computation which will 
make this recommendation system more robust and scalable. The 
mahout library is been used for implementing the mahout over ha-
doop system for better performance. 

Only rating will not depict the user taste over many product users be-
havior like user visits over various pages, clickstream data also make 
good contribution to generate recommendation. For item-based for 
anonymous and registered/known user, different item-item matrix 
may formed to find the similarity between users. Recommendation 
system used here implemented Pearson correlation technique to find 
similarity these may further exceed by using the other technique as 
per scenario proposed. The proposed system use collaborative rec-
ommendation system which may further exceed by proposing hybrid 
recommendation system in case of multiple feature of different rec-
ommendation system required to implement.
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